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Course Number, Name, and Credit Hours
PS-4430 Development and Delivery of Narrative Messages, 3 credit hours
Course Description
This course is a study of homiletical style, delivery, and development of effective communication with
an audience. Special emphasis is placed on preaching from a biblical narrative. Student messages
are evaluated by both professor and classmates.
Prerequisites: PS-3330 Communication of Biblical Truth or CM-2240 Message Preparation for
Women.
Course Goals
In this course the learners will:
 Understand the rationale for preaching biblical narrative texts in the church today
 Understand the exegetical process required for proper interpretation of a biblical narrative text
 Understand why interpreters should look for the theological idea of a biblical narrative text
 Understand how the narrative form shapes the structure and flow of a sermon on a biblical
narrative text
Course Objectives
By the completion of this course the learners should be able to:
1. Identify the exegetical idea of a given Old Testament narrative through an exegetical process
which pays attention to the literary artistry of the text
2. Make valid application of a given Old Testament narrative to New Testament believers, locating
this application in the narrative’s theological message and connecting it to the storyline of the
Bible and the gospel of Jesus Christ.
3. Construct an expository sermon on an Old Testament narrative which communicates the
narrative’s big idea and uses a form conducive to the story form used by the Biblical writer
4. Deliver a sermon without notes in a clear, compelling way that draws listeners into the story
Course Textbook(s) and/or Supplemental Information
Required textbooks for all Moody Online classes can be found on the Required Textbooks section of
the Moody website.
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Assignments
All assignments are due according to the schedule listed on the Course Schedule.
1. READING: The completion of the course reading is an important part of the course. You are
expected to complete the reading prior to class participation in the discussion boards. You
will be required to submit a reading report at the end of each week. In addition to your
reading of the textbooks, you will be required to read supplemental articles or presentations.
2. DISCUSSION BOARDS: You are required to participate in weekly online discussions. In these
discussions, you will interact with a small group of 4-5 cohorts. You will be placed in a cohort
group at the beginning of the course. Each week, you will either discuss the topics and
questions raised in your reading or the work you have done at a particular stage in the
sermon preparation process. For each week’s Discussion Board question or topic, you will
create an initial post by mid-week, Friday, 11:59pm (CST) and will then comment on the
posts of others and interact with their comments on your initial post by the end of the week,
Monday, 11:59pm (CST) Course weeks run from Tuesday to Monday.
3. SERMON EXEGESIS: You will work on an assigned preaching text from the book of Judges.
You will select this text from the “Preaching Text” document provided by your instructor. The
first part of your sermon preparation will be an exegetical assignment. This assignment must
be at least three typed, single-spaced pages. When you cite a commentary or another
resource, simply put the author and an abbreviated title in parentheses as in the following
example (Block, Judges, 78).
4. SERMON OUTLINE: Prepare a one-page outline of your sermon. The outline points must be
written as complete sentences. At the top of the page, include the sermon title (centered) and
sermon text (centered). Then, for your main headings, use ‘Introduction,’ I., II., III., etc., and
‘Conclusion.’ Use ‘A, B, C, etc.’ for your sub-points. Make sure to label the “Big Idea.” It
should be one of your main outline points. For some sample outlines (or portions of outlines),
consult pp. 125, 127, and 129 in Mathewson.
5. SERMON M ANUSCRIPT: Prepare a single-spaced manuscript of about three pages. This
manuscript should read like an oral transcript of your sermon and should not have outline
points. Use the sermon manuscripts in Part Three of Mathewson (pp. 161-226) as a model.
6. SERMON DELIVERY: Preach a 25-30 minutes expository sermon on your assigned narrative
text. Preferably, deliver this in a ministry setting (worship service, youth group meeting,
chapel service, etc.). Record and upload your sermon to Vimeo.com. You are required to
deliver this sermon without notes. However, you may do the following: you may write the
sermon’s big idea in your Bible; you may underline or circle words or phrases in the text in
your Bible; you may write one-word “triggers” in the margin of your Bible. For example, if you
plan to use an illustration about the Titanic, you may write “Titanic” in the margin.
7. SERMON EVALUATION: Provide an evaluation of each sermon posted by a member of your
cohort group. Your evaluation should answer the following questions with 2-3 sentence
answers to each question.


INTRODUCTION: How well did the introduction command attention, surface a need,
and orient you to the text?
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EXEGESIS: How accurately did the preacher handle the text? Was the exegesis
accurate?



FLOW: How well did the sermon flow like a story, creating and maintaining
suspense?



DELIVERY: How well did the preacher use vocal variety, effective pauses, an
appropriate pace, and suitable gestures?



APPLICATION: How well did the preacher give leads for applying the text to life?



THEOLOGY: How well did the preacher root the message in the gospel and connect
it to the Bible’s larger story of redemption?



CONCLUSION: How well did the sermon end? Did the preacher bring the sermon’s
big idea to a burning focus?



BIG IDEA: In a sentence, what was the big idea – that is, the proposition, main point,
central idea – of the sermon?



GREATEST STRENGTH: What was the sermon’s greatest strength?



IMPROVEMENT POINT: What can the preacher do to improve this sermon?

8. FIRST PERSON NARRATIVE SERMON MANUSCRIPT: Take the sermon manuscript you previously
completed and re-write it as a “first person” sermon. You will not be required to preach,
record, and upload it. But you are required to prepare a single-spaced manuscript of about
three pages which delivers the sermon from the perspective of one of the characters in the
story. This may be a major or minor character. For examples of a first person sermon, see
the sermon manuscripts by Donald Sunukjian and Haddon Robinson in Mathewson (pp. 177183 and 205-210).
Assessments
Your grade for this course will consist of:
Reading & Class Participation
(Discussion Boards)
Sermon Exegesis
Sermon Outline
Sermon Manuscript
Sermon Delivery
Final Manuscript (First Person)

25%
15%
10%
15%
15%
20%
100%
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Letter grades are determined by the following scale:
Letter
Grade
A
AB+
B
BC+

Percentage
Equivalent
96% or higher
90 - 95.9%
87 - 89.9%
83 - 86.9%
80 - 82.9%
77 - 79.9%

Letter
Grade
C
CD+
D
DF

Percentage
Equivalent
73 - 76.9%
70 - 72.9%
67 - 69.9%
63- 66.9%
60 - 62.9%
Below 60%

Course Resources
Online students have access to the Moody Library. Though students may wish to check out books
via inter-library loan, the online database has a number of articles and reviews available for
download. You can access the online database by logging into your account at my.moody.edu. If
you have not previously accessed the library database you may wish to complete the database
tutorial at http://library.moody.edu.
Course Copyright Statement
Copyright 2013 by The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago. All rights reserved.
Unless otherwise specified, the materials and services on this website are for your personal and noncommercial use, and you may not modify, copy, distribute, transmit, display, perform, reproduce,
publish, license, create derivative works from, transfer, or sell any information, software, products or
services obtained from the website without the written permission from Moody Distance Learning,
Moody Bible Institute, 820 N. LaSalle Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60610.
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